Mines de Bruoux, Gargas, France - a few notes:

Translation: The Bruoux Mines, in the Gargas commune, have been rehabilitated and opened to the public. A spectacular discovery, unique in France, of that which made the area famous: ochre. Out of the many tens of kilometres opened in the course of time by the hand of man, only some 650 metres are today accessible and illuminated. For this voyage to the centre of the earth think about covering up, the temperature is cool, 11°C: a real pleasure in the middle of summer.

Location ca. 43.9080° N, 5.3459°E, a few kms west by north of the commune of Gargas.

A short distance northeast of the underground site there are extensive ochre quarries. Some of the photos on Google Earth look quite spectacular.

A couple of web addresses:

http://www.mines-bruoux.com/

http://www.minesdebruoux.fr/